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Introduction
 COVID infections continue to rise unabated throughout Bali, and everyone now 
knows someone who has been infected with this lethal virus. Right now, there is no 
immediate hope for Bali, only fear of the unknown and what is yet to come.

 With so many families struggling, Dean and his team sees this as an 
opportunity to support the community. 

 Dean Keddell published ‘Our Bali Your Bali’, a beautifully photographed cookbook 
that details cooking recipes for Bali's best delicacies that he gathered from local 
warungs, his staff, and his restaurant. The proceeds from the books are donated to 
five charities with which Dean is collaborating to assist Bali's most vulnerable families 
and children.

 The documentary series Paradise on Hold, production of Buro Creative Giving, 
featuring Dean Keddell,  was released on YouTube on January 15th, 2022 in the hope 
that people will become more aware of the massive issues of health, nutrition,  food 
and women empowerment and children education related its effect on the 
community especially during the pandemic and tourism loss in Bali.

“This series was created to raise awareness about what is hiding behind those warm 
Balinese smiles. Even though they're smiling, they're still dealing with the problems that 
come with uncertainty to this day. Extreme poverty has always been present in Bali, the 
current climate has seen the suffering grow exponentially. Our Bali Your Bali is 
bringing hope to the people of Bali, the massive amount of aid being provided through sales 
of the book and donations made though Dean Keddell’s fundraising platform on Chuffed is 
important, but even more importantly, countless communities now know they are not 
alone.” 

 This is what inspired our independent documentary series, Paradise on Hold 
(based on the book; Our Bali Your Bali), which visually depicts the real story of how 
tourism affects all aspects of the lives of people in Bali, both positively and negatively. 

 We tell the story from supporters, sponsors, experts, charity founders to 
landfills, and people on the ground to get a true sense of how serious the problem is 
here in Bali.
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 This documentary series can’t continue without the backing of supporters and 
company sponsors. In order to gain your support we have composed a list of benefits 
that represent exceptional value, there is plenty to be gained by supporting our 
documentary series.  

 All sponsors receive the same standard benefits and exposure, whereas the 
levels of sponsorship differs from logo visibility on merchandise, video and marketing 
events.

Additionally, sponsors receive the following:
 

Logo & Credit on Film Small
Logo

Credit
Only

Third - 
smallest size

Secondary rowMain Sponsors

Mention
only

Mention 
+ story

Mention 
+ story

2 Books4 Books8 Books

Build in Product with logo appear in Episode

Logo on Our Bali Your Bali Merchandise

Sponsor mentioned on news channel and radio eg. 

Visit Company & Interview at location build in 
Documentary ( Producer 1min material / Gold 30sec)

Additional Footage of Product and Company for 
own use
Mentioned on Sponsor list page in the cookbook; 
Our Bali Your Bali
Placement of logo as official sponsor on 20 crew 
t-shirts that is worn during premiere and 
production on the ground.
1x Weekly mention in story posts on our social media 
channels

1x Monthly  mention in feed posts on our social media 
channels

1x Monthly mention by our local talents and 
ambassadors with 100k-1million followers  reach

A small story of the sponsor and it’s role mentioned in 
monthly newsletters send to over 5000 recipients.

Mention on Our Bali Your Bali website and youtube 
channel 

Receive original signed copies of the book Our Bali Your 
Bali

SPONSORSHIP LEVEL PRODUCER
� � �
� �
� �
� �
� �
�
�
� � �

� � �
� � �
� �
� � �
� � �

GOLD SILVER
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Feel free to contact us with any questions or inquiries you might have with regards to 
the documentary series production and its sponsorship offers. 

Producer-Level Sponsorship - Rp 30.000.000 
   
(One producer sponsorship helps us to cover most of the costs involved to fund 1 
episode production for the Documentary Series)

Gold Sponsorship - Rp 15.000.000

Silver Sponsorship - Rp 10.000.000

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER & SPONSOR: 
Diego Ricardo Coppen
 
Contact via Whatsapp: - +62 821 47429980
Or send an email to ourbaliyourbali@gmail.com 

Partner with us &
Donate to people in most need
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 Alone there is only so much that this Documentary can do, but with the  support 
of the community and company like yours -  we can reach out to streaming channels, 
entertainment programs and news. It’s our current plan and goal to take our 
Documentary series worldwide and work with independent film festivals such as 
Balinale to connect with a larger and international audience. 

 A release this large takes a substantial effort, but we are confident that with the 
enthusiasm of the homeschooling community and the support of organisations like 
yours we will be able to build more awareness, viewers on our online channels and fill 
up more seats during our film launches. 

 We have created three sponsorship levels to meet the needs of sponsors and 
supporters of all sizes. 

 Sponsors at every level will be provided with exceptional value and will be seen 
as advocates of the Our Bali Your Bali movement and battling poverty in Bali with the 5 
selected Bali charities.

 While sponsors will benefit from the widespread exposure gained from a 
national marketing campaign, the real benefit of supporting this film will come over 
the next collaboration with streaming & media channels and film festival nominations.

Best of all, we provide additional footage of the sponsor’s product, team and company, 
which can be used for own marketing and branding needs up to the same worth of the 
platinum and gold sponsorship. 

With this kindness we hope to give back equally to the sponsors that made it possible 
for us to make this documentary in the first place.
 
The documentary series Paradise on Hold (based on the book; Our Bali Your Bali), 
reveals the real story of rural areas and poverty issues on the island and how tourism 
has affected many lives on Bali, both positively and negatively. 

Sponsorship
                     Introductions



For all sponsors and supporters:

Standalone of the title card with your company logo in the opening credits of the 
film (See graphics below)
“Produced by” end credit on the film
Large Logo on Producer banner graphic on www.ourbaliyourbali.com linking to 
your  website or content of preference.
Credit on the page of Paradise on Hold - Our Bali Your Bali in future listings such as   
IMDB.com
“Produced by” on posters and flyers given to our Hospitality and Business network 
of around 5.000 people in Bali and overseas (Australia, USA and New Zealand).
Extra footage made for the sponsor about the product, services or related to their  
business will be provided raw and edited if needed, which can be used for own 
purposes. 
A product of choice can be part of the documentary series, highlighting its unique 
values based on the performance and experience on screen. 
Visit the company & interview a person in charge to share his/her perspective of 
supporting this film and charity supported with background information of the 
business products & services (1 minute + this video will be separately published 
and promoted on our all channels) 
A mention on the sponsor and thank you page in the Our Bali Your Bali cookbook 
that has been purchased by more than 10.000 people, both online and offline. 
Placement of logo of producer sponsor on merchandise sold on 
Tokopedia.com/ourbaliyourbali and its official website: www.ourbaliyourbali.com
Officially mentioned and acknowledged by local talents and ambassadors on their 
social media (Instagram) for donating and sponsoring our movie.  

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Logo on crew t-shirts that are seen by many during film production, film launches 
and daily rescue food production. 
Weekly mentions and updates on stories through our social media accounts. 
Monthly feed post to thank our sponsors with a small introduction of their 
business and purpose of supporting us. 
Interview with Sponsor shared on our social media channels. 
Mentioned in bi-weekly newsletters with small introduction (referral to website or 
content can be given) that reaches more than 5.000 people in the field of news, 
media, entertainment, hospitality & food & beverage from all levels mid to upper. 
Sponsors are mentioned on our website www.ourbaliyourbali.com and youtube 
channel - below our thank you section.
Receive signed copies of the Book; Our Bali Your Bali. 
Tickets to film festivals that screen our film and invitations for senior team to 
Documentary episode launches to Jackson Lily’s in Seminyak - New Food Rescue 
Kitchen of Our Bali Your Bali in collaboration with SOS (Every day feeding 300 
people in most need)

●

●
●

●
●

●

●
●
●
●

PRODUCER-LEVEL 
SPONSORSHIP - Rp 30.000.000 
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Example of standalone of the title card
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For all sponsors and supporters:

GOLD placement - Company logo with other sponsors in the opening credits of the 
film (See graphics below)
“This film is sponsored by” at end credit of the film
Logo on Sponsor banner graphic on www.ourbaliyourbali.com linking to your 
website or content of preference.
“Supported by” small logo on posters and flyers given to our Hospitality and 
Business network of around 5.000 people in Bali and overseas (Australia, USA and 
New Zealand).
A product of choice can be part of the documentary series, highlighting its unique 
values based on the performance and experience on screen. 
Visit the company & interview a person in charge to share his/her perspective of 
supporting this film and charity - supported with background information of the 
business (30 seconds and will be part of the documentary film). 
Officially mentioned and acknowledged by local talents and ambassadors on their 
social media (Instagram) for donating and sponsoring our movie. 

●

●
●

●

●

●

●

Logo on crew t-shirts that are seen by many during film production, film launches 
and daily rescue food production. 
Weekly mentions and updates on stories through our social media accounts. 
Monthly feed post to thank our sponsors with a small introduction of their 
business and purpose of supporting us. 
Interview with Sponsor shared on our social media channels. 
Mentioned in bi-weekly newsletters with small introduction (referral to website or 
content can be given) that reaches more than 5.000 people in the field of news, 
media, entertainment, hospitality & food & beverage from all levels mid to upper. 
Sponsors are mentioned on our website www.ourbaliyourbali.com and youtube 
channel - below our thank you section.
Receive signed copies of the Book; Our Bali Your Bali. 
Tickets to film festivals that screen our film and invitations for senior team to 
Documentary episode launches to Jackson Lily’s in Seminyak - New Food Rescue 
Kitchen of Our Bali Your Bali in collaboration with SOS (Every day feeding 300 
people in most need)

●

●
●

●
●

●

●
●
●
●

GOLD-LEVEL 
SPONSORSHIP - Rp 15.000.000 
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Example of Company logo with other sponsors
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For all sponsors and supporters:

“This film is sponsored by” at end credit of the film (see example in graphic below)
Logo on Sponsor banner graphic on www.ourbaliyourbali.com linking to your 
website or content of preference.
“Supported by” small logo on posters and flyers given to our Hospitality and 
Business network of around 5.000 people in Bali and overseas (Australia, USA and 
New Zealand).

●
●

●

Logo on crew t-shirts that are seen by many during film production, film launches 
and daily rescue food production. 
Weekly mentions and updates on stories through our social media accounts. 
Monthly feed post to thank our sponsors with a small introduction of their 
business and purpose of supporting us. 
Interview with Sponsor shared on our social media channels. 
Mentioned in bi-weekly newsletters with small introduction (referral to website or 
content can be given) that reaches more than 5.000 people in the field of news, 
media, entertainment, hospitality & food & beverage from all levels mid to upper. 
Sponsors are mentioned on our website www.ourbaliyourbali.com and youtube 
channel - below our thank you section.
Receive signed copies of the Book; Our Bali Your Bali. 
Tickets to film festivals that screen our film and invitations for senior team to 
Documentary episode launches to Jackson Lily’s in Seminyak - New Food Rescue 
Kitchen of Our Bali Your Bali in collaboration with SOS (Every day feeding 300 
people in most need)

●

●
●

●
●

●

●
●
●
●

SILVER-LEVEL 
SPONSORSHIP - Rp 10.000.000 
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Example of This film is sponsored by wording only
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For our sponsor,
We give back creative support from our agency.

Sponsors at every level will be provided with exceptional value and will be seen as 
advocates of the Our Bali Your Bali movement and battling poverty in Bali with the 
5 selected Bali charities.

While sponsors will benefit from the widespread exposure gained from a national 
marketing campaign, the real benefit of supporting this film will come over the next 
collaboration with streaming & media channels and film festival nominations. 

Best of all, we provide additional footage of the sponsor’s product, team and company, 
which can be used for own marketing and branding needs up to the same worth of the 
platinum and gold sponsorship. 

With this kindness we hope to give back equally to the sponsors that made it possible 
for us to make this documentary in the first place.

Besides the benefits given mentioned above, we are more than willing to advise and 
support your marketing & branding needs.

Feel free to share your story with us directly; hello@burocreative.studio 
(+62 (0)819 3286 5143).

For a quick glance of our previous works, feel free to visit our website & instagram: 
www.burocreative.studio and www.instagram.com/burocreative.studio 
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 “I think it’s very important that we understand that Bali is a multicultural and 
diverse landscape and geographical conditions - with many resources to build a decent 
living on one hand, yet some experience a lack of these basic human needs on the other; 
such as drinking water, toilets, houses, nutritional foods, sustainable work and so on”.

   -  Diego Ricardo Coppen 
             Producer of Our Bali Your Bali - Documentary Series: Paradise on Hold. 

 “I believe Bali should be a paradise for all that live here.  Our Bali Your Bali is 
working to make this a reality by shining a light on the extreme poverty and on those that 
are dedicating their lives to bring change; and by raising funds to provide aid for those in 
desperate need.”

   -  Dean Keddell
           Author of Our Bali Your Bali & Producer / Host

 “Amazing! Fantastic documentary. There are some very special people in the world 
who are caring, loving and are willing to help others no matter what the situation is… you 
are saving lives. Thank you for opening everyone’s eyes and showing them the daily 
struggles of so many, and what you are doing to turn this around.”

   -  Tracee Stamboulis

    

 “What a wonderful documentary.  It's certainly very enlightening on how tough life 
is for so many in Bali.  All the best.”

   -  Patricia & Walter Smolensk

    

 “A truly inspiring heartwarming story needing to be told. So much sadness, but 
thanks to the generosity  of so many wonderful caring people there is hope now for Bali 
and its future.”

   -   Carole & Allen

   



 Paradise on Hold is currently in post-production, but has released one pilot 
episode already on its youtube channel; Our Bali Your Bali. The first episode has 
completed two stages of public pre-release screenings and revisions from public 
feedback during our community event and launch in Jackson Lily’s on the 14th of 
February in Bali. 

 Filming in the current locations has taken place: Seminyak, Karangasem, 
Denpasar, Canggu, Kerobokan, Uluwatu and many more locations. 

 Also, we interviewed many experts and prominent leaders in nutritional needs, 
shelter and earthquake evacuation programs, drinking water and filtering water 
experts, authors of books and magazines, university professors, top levels of charities 
and local governments and people positively affected by the activities and support 
from government support and charities. 

*Please note that dates are dependent on fundraising. All post-productions are planned and followed by a tight schedule with 
multiple leaders, experts and charities involved - which all influence the precise dates of film releases.

*The film release and next episode releases are dependent on funding from the community and organisations for the further 
production of this Documentary series and movie. 
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Post-Production (minimal 5 episodes)

Current

    Timeline Summary

Promotion and Advertising - Streaming & Film Festival 

Free Release - Documentary Episodes

Theatrical Release - the Movie

Promotion and Advertising

Digital Release

Current phase (finishing the documentary dependent on 
funding)

Next Balinale Festival - August 2023
Short film screenings Film Festival in 2022

Every month launch 1 episode with 
4 teasers/interviews in between

February 2023

Every month with help of local talents, artists and supporting sponsors and 
businesses. (banner, poster, multiple screenings on events)

3 Months after theatrical release (June/July 2023)

   -  Carole & Allen

    



 To date, production on Paradise on Hold, Our Bali Your Bali Documentary Series 
have been funded through the sales of cookbook Our Bali Your Bali and with the 
generous support of Producer; Buro Creative Studio and their charity establishment - 
Buro Creative Giving under Diego Ricardo Coppen. 

 Furthermore, celebrities such as Jennifer Rochelle Coppen have been supporting 
the awareness of our documentary series in order to reach more organisations and 
individuals. 

 The production team is seeking corporate sponsorships, continued donations 
and support from other artists - to build awareness or to contribute to the creative 
needs of the project (these collaborations seem very helpful for the success of the 
documentary).

 The P&A (prints and advertising) budget can be significantly reduced with the 
support of online social media promotions from people with reach. Also, some P&A 
budgets can be cut with the support of printing and advertising agencies that can 
support the documentary with goods and needed funds. 
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Partner with us If you believe in giving back to society in the form of education, 
women empowerment, children schooling and nutrition coaching, infrastructure and 
providing basic human needs - then please consider partnering with us to share this 
untold story of Bali to a worldwide and commercial audience.

Financial
            Information

Fundraising Strategy

Rp 30.000.000 per episode

Rp 180.000.000 for all episodes

Rp 100.000.000 for all marketing

Rp 150.000.000 for official movie

Rp 280.000.000 (SERIES ONLY)
Rp 430.000.000 (INC. MOVIE)

POST PRODUCTION BUDGET - 1 EPISODE

TOTAL POST PRODUCTION BUDGET (SERIES)

P&A: PRINTS & ADVERTISING

MOVIE RELEASE FOR FILM FESTIVAL (OPTIONAL)

REMAINING AMOUNT NEEDED FOR PRODUCTION

   -   Carole & Allen
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View a list of our sponsors here. 
View a list of our marketing partners and supporters of the cookbook: Our Bali Your Bali here.

Funding
               to Date

   AdditionalSupport

Rp 22.500.000

Rp 27.500.000

SELF FINANCING (OUR BALI YOUR BALI / DEAN KEDDELL:

Rp 50.000.000 SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT (BURO CREATIVE STUDIO)

PRIVATE DONATIONS

INDIVIDUALS ARE ABLE 
TO PARTNER WITH US THROUGH THE FOLLOWING

Buy a copy of the cookbook; Our Bali Your Bali, signed by the author and our 
ambassadors.
Purchase one of our unique merchandise supported by the 5 Bali charities - 
Available on Tokopedia: www.tokopedia.com/ourbaliyourbali
Support for accommodations & travelling - for example donate places to stay 
during production.
Donate their art and craftsmanship for sale in return for donation to the 
documentary.

●

●

●

●

   -  Carole & Allen
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Personnel
&

Creative

Support

 Diego is Creative Director and Creative partner of more 
than over 10+ businesses worldwide. 
 
 During his career he has led and supported multiple 
businesses that have become internationally and locally known - 
to name a few Livingstone Bakery, Cabina Bali, Covita Bali, Dewata 
Cookies (USA), Hidden (Malaysia). Even though he might be a 
newbie in the film industry. As the creative partner and strategic 
mind behind many commercial entities, Diego has a strong 
understanding of what needs to be told in order to capture the 
hearts and support of its viewers and from people overseas. 

 Besides his personal dedication to his position and role 
within the production of this documentary, as an expat living in 
Bali he feels the need to show this unknown territory of Bali to 
many people, who are just like him. Expats & tourists who are in 
love with Bali, its culture and people , but haven’t seen the daily 
struggle that many here face due the inequality distribution of 
resources and wealth. 

 Musi is a young director from Jogjakarta who has now 
moved and lives in Bali. Starting his career in the digital video 
world in 2018, he had the opportunity to help several companies 
such as Juni Records, UNODC, Djarum Foundation, and the 
Ministry of Indonesia SOEs to work on several of their video 
projects.

 Musi uses this audio visual media to convey his 
personal message to every audience who watches his work. 
Because he believes all stories will definitely teach something to 
anyone who sees it.

 Through Our Bali Your Bali, Musi and his team are 
actually talking about the meaning of justice. Every human being 
should have the same opportunity to live a better life, especially in 
Indonesia, which is said to be a rich country. 

 Various images about the other side of Bali that are 
beyond your imagination will always decorate the duration of this 
series. All of this is done for one purpose, to jointly remind the 3rd 
precept of the Indonesian Pancasila; Kemanusiaan yang adil dan 
beradab.

Diego Ricardo 
Coppen
Executive Producer - Director of Buro 
Creative Studio & Buro Creative Giving 

Andreas 
Kharismuti ( Musi )
Executive Director - Director & Lead 
Videography Buro Creative Studio

Executive Chef and Owner of restaurants Ginger Moon 
Canteen and Jackson Lily’s in Bail, Dean Keddell has been 
producing a cookbook to raise money for desperate 
families, villages, and charities. Over 400 pages later, he 
has collated a quintessential list of unique Bali recipes 
from his staff, their families, local warungs, and his 
restaurants.

Dean Keddell
Author of Our Bali Your Bali 
& Producer / Host

Daniel Putra
Executive Photographer & 
Production Assistant

 Daniel Putra is a young energetic photographer based 
in Bali. He started  his career as a video editor in Jakarta but his  
passion for curiosity changed his life to be a photographer. 6 years 
of experience his curiosity is still there, always experimenting and 
learning the art of photography. 

 Daniel realised that photography can have so much 
meaning and it’s so much more than just capturing a picture. With 
his eyes, he is creating a connection between him and the people 
around him through the lenses of the camera, and bringing his 
photography to define itself.



Paradise on Hold, Our Bail Your Bali Documentary - is a production of PT. Biro Kreatif Investasi. 
For more information, please visit:: www.burocreative.studio
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Ambar Bening
Creative Assistant - Lead Advertising & Sponsorship

Ayu Ditha
Assistant Our Bali Your Bali Marketing

Ijlal Faiz
Support Creative Motion Graphic 

Ryan Wilahar
Creative Designer

Support
Team
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Production House - Buro Creative Studio
Jalan Raya Padonan No. 9, Tibubeneng, Kec Kuta Utara, Kota Denpasar, Bali80361 

Headquarters Our Bali Your Bali & Food Rescue Kitchen (SOS)
Jackson Lily’s Restaurant, Jalan Raya Seminyak No. 2, Seminyak, Kec. Kuta, 
Kabupatan Badung, Bali 80361.

Diego Ricardo Coppen, Executive Producer
+62 (0)821 4742 9980 
Diego@burocreative.studio 
(Assistent) ourbaliyourbali@gmail.com

Ambar Bening, Lead Sponsorship & Advertising
+62 (0)819 3286 5143
bening.burocreative@gmail.com
(Assistent) ourbaliyourbali@gmail.com

Watch our plot episode of the Documentary - Paradise on hold here: 
https://bit.ly/OurBaliYourBali-Youtube

Sponsors & Producers
Follow us on instagram: www.instagram.com/ourbaliyourbali
Visit our Fundraising website: www.ourbaliyourbali.com
Check out the Creative Studio: www.burocreative.studio
Look into our merchandise on Tokopedia (In process) 
www.tokopedia.com/ourbaliyourbali

Thank you and hope to hear from you soon.

Production and support team,

Paradise on Hold. 

Information
Contact


